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If you go to Doctor A and he gives you a clean bill of health, you continue on 
your day without a second thought. If you go to Doctor B and he diagnoses 
you with a terrible disease, you immediately get a second opinion. And 
there is the catch. You needed a second opinion in both scenarios.

After eight years of a bull market amid a rejuvenated economy, I’m worried. 
Keep in mind, I’m not predicting the end of either a charging bull market or 
an economic growth. What keeps me up at night is the irrational optimism 
that permeates the investor landscape. Everybody sits down with their 
Advisor A and gets a clean bill of financial health. But lurking beneath 
is the need for a second opinion. That’s why I’ve started giving my time 
and expertise to the family, friends and colleagues of my clients. Here are 
the top five mistakes I have uncovered performing the Second Opinion 
Service over the years.
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UNQUANTIF IED RISK

MI STAKE 1

Fear and greed are emotions that drive the markets up, down and 
sideways. You can pretend that they don’t compel you, but denial isn’t just 
a river in Africa. For instance, have you ever compared your diversified 
portfolio’s performance to the SP500 index and been upset that you are 
“underperforming?” After over eight years of an up-trending market, you 
want your piece of the action. Who needs diversification? That’s the greed 
kicking in. Nothing abnormal about it, just realize it’s part of being human.

When you sat down with your current advisor you may have filled out a 
risk tolerance questionnaire. The questions were vague and the score you 
received arbitrarily called you moderately aggressive. What does that even 
mean? It’s a classification that is an embarrassing relic of the past. Instead, 
we recommend stress testing your portfolio and putting a number on your 
potential gains and potential losses. Quantifying risk and seeing the effect 
of potential volatility in green and red is like a smelling salt for investors 
hypnotized by financial industry jargon.
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BUY AND HOPE

MI STAKE 2

Based out of our offices in Florida, I don’t look forward to hurricane season. 
It’s stressful waiting for Mother Nature to decide if she wants to shower 
us with sunshine or wipe us off the map. When the meteorologist predicts 
a direct hit of a Category 4 hurricane to the Florida coast, the evacuation 
is overwhelming. The shelves are emptied, and the highways are packed.

Investing can also be stressful. Many have forgotten the Category 5 
recession of 2008 and 2009. I haven’t. There were market forecasters 
who predicted a direct hit, but most financial meteorologists gave us too 
little warning to evacuate. That’s why we reject a buy and hold philosophy. 
Instead, we adhere to rules-based portfolio management that signals the 
level market participation based on technical indicators. Is it perfect? 
Absolutely not! However, it’s better than taking another direct hit from a 
Category 5 market correction, or missing out on potential great weather 
in the market. Especially, for those of us closer to retirement.
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SELF-ADVISORY

MI STAKE 3

Even with substantial wealth, too many investors fail to engage a financial 
planner. Perhaps they feel they need a minimum net worth. Perhaps all 
their money is in their 401k at work, which they manage themselves. 
Maybe they’ve procrastinated or been distracted by life. Sometimes they 
think it’s easy enough to do by themselves.

Here’s a few metaphors that I hope help. First, consider the greatest golfer 
in the world. That person has a swing coach. Consider me, the worst golfer 
in the world, I don’t. Consider the greatest heart surgeon in the world. He 
has a primary care doctor. Amateurs do it themselves. The very best take 
the advice of others. The choice is yours.
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F INANCIAL DISORGANIZATION

MISTAKE 4

Over the years, new financial products or strategies have their day in the 
sun. Many investors have collected a few investment products and have 
money here, there and everywhere. What I’ve noticed over the years of 
offering the Second Opinion Service is that people have a mountain of 
paperwork, a collection of assets and a pile of investments.

We believe that we are in the business of education and clarity. The very act 
of getting organized is like an “Ah-hah” moment for investors. A Second 
Opinion Service appointment can be the beginning of making sense of 
what they own and why they own it.
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ELEMENTARY PLANNING

MI STAKE 5

If your advisor gets paid for selling a product, that’s what you’ll get. If your 
advisor is compensated for creating and implementing a plan, you’ll get 
that and more. What I’ve noticed over the years of offering the Second 
Opinion Service is that people have a mountain of statements, a collection 
of assets and a pile of investments that they hope will increase in value. 
But what they need is a plan.

Too often advisors aren’t addressing Roth Conversion Strategies, Social 
Security Optimization, Pension Analysis, Four Factors Analysis™, Charitable 
Giving Strategies or Employee Benefit Optimization. The list goes on. But 
each represents a chance to wring maximum value out of each and every 
dollar you have worked so hard for.
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OUR PURPOSE AND PROMISE

We provide unique financial planning insight and implementation to 
create more time and increased clarity in the lives our clients. That’s our 
purpose. Our promise is that if we can help you, we will. If we can’t, we’ll 
congratulate you and part as friends. Our Second Opinion Service is an 
exclusive offer to friends, families and colleagues of our existing clients. 
We hope to hear from you soon.
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